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Chapter  74

INTRODUCTION

Internet security is concerned about the protection 
and access of information elements (e.g. multi-
media data) thereby ensuring that only authorized 
users are able to access the contents available in 
digital media. Hackers and impostors are posing 
threat to a country (by hacking sensitive docu-
ments) and the society (by economic fraud and 

accessing secret information). Internet users such 
as military, intelligence, organizations, authors, 
authorized distributions or individual users are 
losing billions of dollars or their secret information.

Earlier, security was synonymous with secrecy 
and the shared secret between two business parties 
was a worldwide approach. But secret passwords 
require a great deal of trust between secret sharing 
parties. It is difficult to trust the administrator or 
other users of the internet network service provider 
that we access.
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ABSTRACT

Internet security is a big challenge for Internet users, and passwords are the primary means of authenti-
cating users. Establishing identity is becoming difficult in this vastly interconnected society. The need for 
reliable Internet security techniques has increased in the wake of heightened concerns about security and 
rapid advancements in networking, communication, and mobility. Biometrics is the science of identifying 
an individual based on his physical (static) or behavioral (dynamic) characteristics, and it is beginning 
to gain acceptance as a legitimate method for determining an individual’s identity. Biometrics has been 
used for many years in high security government and military applications, but the technology is now 
becoming affordable for use as an authentication methods and general security feature. In this chapter, 
the authors provide an overview of Internet security using Biometrics.
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Internet Security Using Biometrics

Most computers hacking today are due to 
compromise by system users or hackers using 
legitimate accounts to gain access to security. 
The identity of a person is becoming challenging 
in vastly connected information society. A large 
number of biometric-based identification systems 
are being deployed for many civilian and forensic 
applications invoking considerable interest.

It is difficult to ignore the presence of the 
internet economy or its future potential growth. 
It is always been suggested that there is no way 
of making the internet ‘hundred percent safe and 
secure. Therefore, organizations and Government 
are forcing to implement high security policies 
to prevent unauthorized access into corporate 
networks to overcome risk. (Reid, 2003)

INTERNET SECURITY

Existing Security Primitives 
and Their Limitations

The existing security primitives use a generic cryp-
tographic system, the user authentication method 
is possession based. It means the possession of 

the decrypting key is sufficient to establish the 
authenticity of the user. Since cryptographic keys 
are long and random they are difficult to member. 
So, these keys are stored and released based on 
some alternative authentication mechanism i.e. 
password. As shown in Figure 1 if internet users 
use simple password then it is easy to guess, and 
they compromise security and complex password 
which are difficult to remember, and are costly 
to maintain. Most internet users use the same 
password across different application, as hacker 
or impostor after getting a single password can 
now access multiple applications. So in a multiuser 
account case, passwords are unable to provide no 
repudiation.

Password Survey (Nov. 2006)

1.  26%- use common words, dates, phone, ad-
dress numbers

2.  38%- recycle old passwords
3.  62%- change password only if perceiving a 

security threat
4.  17%- keep password list on monitor, key-

board or desk drawer.

Figure 1. Different methods to remember passwords
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